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Dear Students and Families,

In this anthology, you will find a vast array of student writing. We asked students to select an original piece of writing that they would like to share with others. Publishing written work to share with an audience provides students with a purpose for writing and is an important part of the writing process.

We are proud to share the stories, poems, and thoughts of the students who participated in the after-school tutoring this fall. Each Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday, University of Northern Iowa teacher candidates, with a special focus in literacy education, had the opportunity to work with student to learn more about reading, writing, listening, speaking and thinking together. We are grateful for your support. Both the students and future educators benefited from this experience. We hope, in turn, that the students have learned new strategies for reading and writing and have shared their progress with you. This program is possible because of the extensive support and partnership between Irving Elementary School, the participating students, their families, and the UNI students.

We hope that you will enjoy the selections and read together often.

Thank you,

Sarah Vander Zancen
UNI Literacy Clinic Director
Literacy Education
University of Northern Iowa
The Time I Went to Thorp Family Fun

I remember in 4th grade my class and the other two 4th grade classes went on a field trip. We went to Thorp Family Fun because we were going to go to Des Moines, but that got canceled. Mr. A said we had to go to Thorp Family Fun instead. The group I chose to hang out with was Alexander, Jaren, Zion, Amy and obviously myself. I didn't really feel comfortable there. At first the only bouncy house I got on was the big slide. At one point when I tried to climb the climbing part of the slide to get up there, I fell a couple of times. I felt embarrassed. I didn't care though. Later on Alex came to talk to me. At first I thought he was going to annoy me because he's usually obnoxious. Then I had a second thought and I thought all he was going to say was "Hi and bye". But I was wrong... He said to jump in a bouncy house with him, Jaren, and Zion. When I went with them in that bouncy house there were dodge balls there and then I realized... They were going to hit me with with them! Then Zion said "ATTACK!". They had these foam bar things that we could hit with, so I grabbed that. I started to hit them and they started to hit me back! After we left Thorp Family Fun I sat with Angelina on the bus. We sat in the second row. Zion, Alexander, Jaren, and Reyli sat in the first row. We all annoyed each other till we got back to school.
All About Skate Boards

“My skate board is green. I like green.”
said Jakesn.

“Hi my name is Jake. I like to play skate board.
I was practicing tricks” said Jake.
“Hello Jake my name is Jakesn.”
“Ok Jakesn do you play skate board?”

“Hello my name is awesome. I was practicing to
stand on one wheel because I have a challenge.”

“I was throwing my skate board with my right foot”
Said awesome. “My skate board is high in the sky to
move fast around the ramp before the challenge.”

“Hi my name is Cool and my sister name is Milly.”
said Cool. “My sister is pushing me on the skate board.”
said Cool.

“We made tree house and we will put skate board
ramp in tree house.” Said Lizy “I called it skate board
tree house.”

Nily said “My boyfriend WIN THE CHALLENGE!”
Humane Society

My favorite place to go is the Humane Society. One of the reasons why I like to go to the Humane Society is because that's where I got my dog, Dutch. Another reason is they have a lot of animals there. My last reason why I like going to the Humane Society is because all the dogs and cats there are sweet, nice, and obedient. These are just some reasons why I like going to the Humane Society.
What would you do if you came face-to-face with a cobra?

I would bite the cobra’s head. But first I would rip its teeth out of its head. Then I’d bite its head off. Then I would take all of its scales off its body to make clothes and shoes out of them.
Spiderman Goes to the Park

Spiderman is going to the park on a sunny Wednesday morning. He was so excited to play with his friends. He walked over to his friend Kiki’s house. Spiderman and Kiki walked to the pool together. Spiderman went down the water slide and Kiki did too. He liked the water slide because it was really fast. After he went swimming he went to play basketball with Kiki. He was so excited to play. They played against Spencer and Abbas. Spiderman won with his team. Spiderman had so much fun. He used his spider web with Kiki to go back home.
LOST CAT

Moon

HAVE YOU SEEN HER?

What she looks like:
She have gray eyes and she is ten months old and little. She is a little girl. She is white. She has dot that are the color gray and she has whiskers.

Things she might like:
She really likes to eat and likes to sleep.

Places she might go:
She might go to the park. She might go to the store. She might be scared.
The Three BFFs

There were three BFFs. There names were Shawn, Jacey, and Dawn. They always go everywhere together. They go to their favorite pizza place, it was Pizza Hut. They do everything together. One day, Jacey moved to a different country because her dad wanted to live in a farm. She was really sad. She cried. Her friends were crying too. When she moved, she had no friends and nothing to do. One year later, Jacey came back to her old neighborhood and she still remembered her friends. One day, she saw them walking across the road, she was in her house. She came out and said “Hi!” Shawn and Dawn didn’t know her. They went back and said “Hi, what’s your name?” Jacey was confused, so she said, “It’s me, Jacey!” They didn’t know who Jacey was, so they just said “bye” and went away. The next day, Jacey went to Pizza Hut and she saw Shawn and Dawn there. When she went to their table, she said, “Hey! Remember me?” Dawn and Shawn were wondering if she was crazy, so they just said, “We don’t know you.” Then they went away again. Later that day, she remembered Shawn’s house. She though if Dawn was with him and if they are doing something fun. When she went there, she knocked on the door and she was right, then she said, “I used to be your BFF!” Then they told her to come in and have a talk with them. When she went in, she tried to convince them and said, “I was your BFF one year ago!” and they said, “We probably forgot about our BFF.” When she talked it out, Shawn said, “Well, I think I know one other BFF, she had two pigtails and always smiled.” Then when Jacey put two pigtails in and smiled but only Shawn remembered. Then Jacey looked at Dawn and Dawn said, “I only knew that she was a girl and she lived in a yellow house.” Jacey said, “I lived in the yellow house!” Then Dawn believed. Now, they were all back together! The End.
The Bad Day

One day I got some ice cream because it was a hot summer day. When I got back I saw my friend with her bike and she asked, "Do you wanna race?" then I said yes, I grabbed my brothers bike, and headed to the sidewalk. Next, my brother said, "GET READY.....GET SET.....GO!!" I rode past her, I got so fast, then I fell.

2 hours later...I was in the emergency room. They said I broke my arm, I needed a cast and a shot with a little syringe. When I saw the syringe coming closer I got scared and tried to convince her I didn't need a shot, but I got a shot anyway. Then, since I got a shot I couldn't eat. My mom got a salad, and I was going to ask for one but I knew I couldn't get one so I got jealous.

The doctor asked what happened, so I said, "I fell off my bike hard and landed on my arm and there was blood everywhere. I walked to the front door and my mom helped me with the blood. She saw the bump on my arm and she thought I hurt it bad." The doctor took me to the surgery room. They got the cast and they put me to sleep. Then when I woke up I had it on. They told me the next time I go back I could get my color cast.

Then, on Monday I didn't go to school and my brother told my class I broke my arm. The next day I got to go to school and my class made me a card. I was so happy and sad at the same time. I was supported and happy with all of them.
Xaiver’s Birthday

Have you ever been to get air? Xaiver was going to get air Xaiver’s very close friends went to celebrate Xaiver’s birthday with him. Also when Xaiver got there he played dodgeball and all his friends are on his team. Xaiver’s mom was recording and after they were playing dodgeball his mom showed him that he dunked when his enemy was trying to hit him but he dunked and his enemy missed. Xaiver played dodgeball again this time Tayshawn was on his team including some other tall people. Xaiver felt like he was not part of the team including Tayshawn. This time his mom was not recording but Xaiver and Tayshawn were not able to have any fun. When the game was over Xaiver heard that his time was over. Also his friends and his mom heard so Xaiver walked slowly to his car looking disappointed. They went to Xaiver’s house Xaiver tells his mom about it and when they get home Xaiver gets surprised by all of his family including some of his friends and then gets super tight hugs. Then they were singing the birthday song to Xaiver. Xaiver’s friends were standing outside because the house was fullled by people. When they were standing outside they could hear the singing from inside, outside. When they were done singing Xaiver got to open presents he only had one present and it was a hoverboard. His family gave it to him because he was talking about it in his dreams. Xaiver was excited when his friends came to his birthday. They played with him. He saw it was his friends time to go and Xaiver saw that it was 7:50 so Xaiver stayed for 10 minutes with his friends then Xaiver said “bye” to his friends then he went to bed. Xaiver felt happy about his birthday party.
Me & James

Having a horse will be nice, fun, and brilliant I know this for many reasons, and I will call him James. His color fur will be like chocolate.

The first reason horses are nice, fun, and brilliant because he will always play with me. For example, when he plays with me he gets a treat, or when we get bored we play with each other and mess around. He loves when he is rid and that reminds him that he is playing.

Having a horse will be nice, fun, and brilliant I know for a few examples why my horse will share our moves. The first example why we will share our moves because we will love dancing, we will do the Cha-Cha dance, and last but not least we will do the Salsa together, oh and he will look so fancy.

Having a horse will be nice, fun, and brilliant because we will win on every competition. I know for a couple examples why we will win on every competition because we will learn new skills like running and dancing but not really dancing, and we will always still focus on our old skill but not just our new skills. That's why from all of these reasons I want my own future horse.
ALDO’S Pac-man PROBLEM

One day a boy named Aldo went to the arcade with all of his friends. Aldo had blue hair, blue eyes, and was 17 years old. He always wanted to play video games and play with all of his friends. Arcades are so fun. You can hear loud games. One day Aldo was playing Pac-man and the machine started acting up. CLUNK! CLUNK! CLUNK! All of his friends ran like wind to their house. But Aldo stayed. Bright lights came out of the machine, so bright that it pushed Aldo to the floor. A big sphere guy came out. “Pac-man!” Aldo said nervously. He realized if Pac-man chomped something it would turn into little squares. He started eating all sorts of stuff. Cars, trucks, houses, tvs, all the stuff you can imagine.

So he started up a blue car and red car and a pink car so he got in and chased after Pac-man. Vroom! He had to chase him for 1 hour. Aldo freaked out when he saw POWER PELLETS. Pac man chomped a power pellet. Aldo froze, but right when the power pellet ran out Pac-man ate the car. He got destroyed to little squares. Aldo watched as Pac-man got destroyed. A giant light came out and a trophy appeared.

He went to get a special weapon to get all the stuff repaired. Zap! The weapon zapped all the stuff that Pac-man destroyed. He got everything back to normal. Ahhhhh home sweet home. Aldo thought, I like Pac-man in the game not in real life!
Chocolate Popcorn

Once upon a time I looked at popcorn. The seeds were small and squishy and they looked like ovals. They were hard to break.

There was a chocolate popcorn and I don’t like chocolate. My brother ate it. 😊
How to make a PB&J

Materials:
Jelly, peanut butter, butter knife, bread, and plate

Introduction:
Today you are going to be learning about how to make a pb and j sandwich.

Steps:
• You take a butter knife, then you rub the jelly from the fridge on to the bread.
• Then you grab the peanut butter
• From the shelf, open the cap, take the butter knife, and put the peanut butter on to the bread.
• Put the pieces together and put them on a plate.
• Go to the table and eat.

Conclusion:
• Put all ingredients away
• Peanut butter back on shelf
• Jelly in the fridge
• Bread tied up
• Butter knife in the sink
• Crumbs in the trash

If you do all these things, then you get to enjoy a peanut butter and jelly sandwich!
Having Fun at Chuck-E-Cheese

Me and my excited brothers, sisters, grandparents, parents were going to a fun place called Chuck-E-Cheese. When we went inside Chuck-E-Cheese we saw different kind of games. I was going to a basketball machine and it was pretty cool. I saw a basketball with different designs on the basketball. Inside the machine was a video camera and it showed the score in orange color. After I played the basketball machine the Chuck-E-Cheese manager gave us some pineapple pizza and the pizza was so perfect. Then for a few minutes when we were done eating the pizza we saw Chuck-E-Cheese and he gave us some extra tickets. My brother was dancing crazy with Chuck-E-Cheese. I had 50 tickets from the Tadpole machine and I use the ticket to buy toys and candies and then my grandad told my family that we were leaving Chuck-E-Cheese. So I said, “I don’t want to leave. Can we stay a little minute?” And then my grandpa said, “We cannot stay here.”
Fairy Tale

Once upon a time there were two sisters. They weren’t only sisters they were twin sisters. Their names were Rosa and Rosy. Rosa was incredibly generous. She would always give food, money, and flowers to homeless people. Rosy was the opposite. She would never waste her time doing kind things. The twins lived in a beautiful castle in Blue Hill Kingdom.

One day the girls mother decided to give Rosa one of her gorgeous, colorful dresses to wear to the ball. Rosy was upset because she wanted the dress. The girls mom said “I will buy you another dress for the ball.” “That is not fair how she got it. I wanted it” Rosy screamed!

Then Rosy and Rosa got into an argument about who got mom’s dress. Rosy’s face turned red and her nose scrunched up. Mom interrupted, “if she gets that dress I will buy another dress that looks like that one.”

They both said ok and they lived happily ever after.
All About Get Air

Have you ever been to Get Air? It is a trampoline park in Waterloo. It can be the place to go to relax and think about something that is going on. There is food there and it is good. There is dodgeball and basketball. It is a place I go when I am mad and it cheers me up. You can jump as high as you want to and it is an area filled with trampolines. If a doctor tells you to lose weight you can go there. You can have birthday parties there. You have to pay to get in. It is open from 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. You can buy shirts, socks, and pants. You can run around there. More people are there at night probably because most people are busy in the day time. My big brother takes me most of the time. There are black and green socks. There are pink and red socks. There are blue and green socks and you can’t pick the ones you want they just give you a random one. It is one of the only ones in Waterloo. There is one more in Waterloo. It is called Sky Zone. Sky Zone is bigger than Get Air but they are both super big and fun.
Flat Carlos

There was a family that went to see a T. Rex, but when they got there the T. Rex broke out. There was a boy named Carlos in the family. He was not looking when he was outside, and the T. Rex’s foot got on top of Carlos. When his family came to see what happened to Carlos, Carlos was as flat as a pancake. They went back to the house. When they got there, Carlos’s family did not have the keys, so they were locked out of their house. Carlos’s brother, his name is Max. Max said, “What are we going to do?” and Carlos had an idea! He slid under the door and unlocked it for his family. Max said, “How did you do that?” Then Carlos and Max went outside to play a game, but the wind pushed Carlos over like paper flying through the wind and Carlos fell over. Carlos’ dad called Carlos over because there was mail for him. His friend was going to Las Vegas! They were asking if Carlos could come so Carlos asked his dad if he could come. His dad said, “Yes” so they were wondering how to get there because Carlos’ dad and mom do not have that much money. Then Carlos said to his friend, “Can you take me?” His friend agreed, so they went and got Carlos from his house. Next they were at the airport. Then they were at the airplane. The airplane was flying like a bird through the sky. Finally they were at Las Vegas. In Las Vegas Carlos is smaller than when he was in regular shape. They went to the zoo. Max was there too and Carlos told Max a joke. “Knock Knock.” Max said, “Who’s there?” Then Carlos said, “Banana.” Max said, “Banana who?” Carlos said, “Banana split.” They both were laughing because it was so funny. They saw a monkey. It was a brown, little, happy monkey swinging from tree to tree. Then they went to there friend’s house. There they played a game. It was who can run the fastest. Carlos won the race. There friend’s mom said it was time to go to the pool, so they went outside to the pool. Carlos fell over into the water. Now he was not flat. His friends were so happy that they were trying to run to him to high five him, but they fell in the pool too. Carlos was so happy. He had a smile across his face, and he was jumping as high as a frog. Carlos was normal again.
The Secret Cherry and Berry

Cherry the ant and Berry the butterfly were playing outside. Suddenly, Cherry and Berry decided to go eat some fruit. Cherry and Berry ate some bananas, strawberries, berries, and cherries! They loved the fruit so much that they ate more fruit like watermelon and even snuck in a sandwich. After Berry was done eating, she realized she got so fat from eating so much fruit. In fact, she even had to go on a fly to lose some weight. It was hard to see because the sky was super dark. Then, in the trees a spider was making a web! Berry got stuck in the spiderweb and she was freaking out! Then, Berry screamed "Cheeeerrrrrryyy help me, I got stuck in a spiderweb!" After that, Cherry climbed the tree. Soon, Cherry pushed and tugged and pulled on the spiderweb, but nothing was working! Following that, Cherry got so mad and hungry, she gobbled up the spiderweb. Berry was set free out of the web! Cherry and Berry lived happily ever after, whew!
Dolphins

Dolphins are very unique animals. Many people think a dolphin is a fish, but it is a small whale. Baby dolphins are called calves. Dolphins eat fish. There are many colors of dolphins. Many are gray, but some are pink. Dolphins have a blowhole. It’s on the top of their head. Some live in the ocean. Others live in rivers. Most live in groups called schools. Lots of dolphins are caring animals. Dolphins like to be close to each other. Sometimes it looks like they are holding hands when they swim next to each other.

When a dolphin is hurt, another might come and help. It will carry the hurt dolphin to the top of the water, so it can breathe. Dolphins make a clicking sound with their mouths. They show their feelings by making the clicking sounds. These sounds help them know what to eat or what not to eat. These sounds bounce off of objects and come back to the dolphin. This is called echolocation. Echolocation helps them figure out where to go.

I hope you learned more about dolphins. They are cool animals.
Ms. Fox and I read everyday. We use different voices to see how the characters feel. We’re always happy and we’re never sad because Literacy Club is really fun. It’s a practice for Ms. Fox and me because we read about a gorilla name Ivan. I see alot of words, commas, and pictures. I hear Ivan’s past when he was a baby. It helps Ms. Fox so it can show how good she is in teaching. Ms. Fox is a good teacher because she teaches me words that I don’t know. Ms. Fox shows me articles about animals. The articles make me feel sad because alot of people are taking animals’ land. The articles make me happy because some animals is still surviving bad problems.
Once upon a time there was a boy named King he had BIG hair. He was Born in 2010 He Lived in a hotel with his Family and two cows. And then his mom tells him to go to the food court then on his way to the food court a woman and her husband each gave Him 10 beans each. When he got home his mom threw them off the roof. And they Landed in the dart and it rained on the beans and it took two days to grow. The next day the beanstalk grew in my backyard and I climbed up the beanstalk and He took the money and the harp and the chicken. The giant Ms. Lensing got in front of the beanstalk and King slid under the giants lags and fall and grabbed the bean branches stock he climbed down and got a chan sow on coot down the beanstalk and he and his mother shard the food with others.
Mystery Box

Miylei and Ashton went on an adventure and found a mystery. The sun was shining on the mystery. The mystery was blue! They quickly ran towards the mystery box to see what was inside. They opened it... and there they saw...... a small, brown baby bear. They decided to keep it. They took it home to see what mom and dad would say?!

Miylei and Ashton started to run home. Mom and dad were sitting at the table talking!

"Can we keep this animal we found, please please?"

"Yes, but where did you find him he might have rabies?!" mom said.

So we decided to take him to get checked to see if he had anything wrong.
Panthers

Have you ever heard about panthers? If you didn’t, well I am sorry that you haven’t. Panthers are a unusual cat that have special abilities and if you didn’t know panthers are my favorite cat. If you don’t know, please write in your own book and I will like that but we’re going to get back to writing about panthers. They are big, they have strong muscular legs, and are very huge just like jaguars.

Fact:
Panthers are black and have sharp claws and teeth.
Dear Iowa,

Hi, my name is _______ Vote for me to become the president. I will make the world a better place. If you do vote for me then we will help the homeless. How will we help the homeless? Well I will buy a building for them to live in. We could donate to kids who need food. How will we donate to the kids? Well we can raise money and buy food for them. Vote for me because I'm smart. Whenever I raise my hand to answer the question, I always get it right. Also, I will always pay attention and take things seriously. In my art class I got free time since I was doing my job. REMEMBER TO VOTE FOR ME PLEASE!!!!!!

I am _______ and I approve this message.
Summer

I did a lot of fun things this summer. I went to my dad’s house. I played with my LG phone. I ate the whole bag of delicious crackers. We had a lot of snacks. I went to Get Air and jumped on the trampolines. When the summer was done, I went to school.
The Life of a Stapler

It was another day in the life of a stapler. I am a stapler and I have to go through pain everyday because I have to staple EVERYTHING.

In my typical day, people like students drop me a lot. When they do, it really, really hurts. As I start to go down to the ground, I hope that I have a safe, safe landing.

Another thing about being a stapler is... I get slammed on a desk. When I get slammed on the desk I feel a huge, huge thud.

Staplers also experience pain when they run out of staples. I have to get opened up to put more staples in me if I run out. When I have to get more staples, my owner opens me up hard and it feels really rough.

At the end of the day, I still go through pain. Even though I do, I still love being a stapler because I love being ME!
California

Have you ever gone to California? I am speaking to you today because California is the best place to go on vacation. I know this because I went to California. My first reason is that California is beautiful. There is an ocean that is blue. It was so cold! The water was salt water!! My second reason is I got to fly on an airplane. Just think about going up and up to the clouds. Another reason why California is the best place to go on vacation is because I got to stay in a hotel. The hotel room had a balcony with the view of the ocean. I saw people walking on the sandy beach, the bright sunset low on the ocean, and I could smell the salt water. My final reason is I got to do fun activities. One of the activities was going to the waterpark. It was a big waterpark and I went on a big tube slide. I tried new foods and my favorite was sardines. All of these reasons are why I believe that California is the best place to go on vacation. I hope you will go to California!
My Trip to Arkansas

Buzz! Buzz! The alarm went off! I was in my bed sleeping, the sound scared me awake! It was 3:00 AM, my eyes were sleepy, and it was time to get up and go to Arkansas. On the way to Arkansas, we drove fast through the long tunnel and it was filled with lights. The lights were blurry all around us. We drove fast so the dogs would stop jumping and scratching the window. We kept driving eight hours until we finally showed up. We got there and I met my new cousins Jackson, Jamie, and Max. Max played with me and my sister the most. We played hide and seek. The next day we went to an amusement park. There was a roller coaster, water slide, and a cool park filled with lots of little roller coasters. I saw a band called Imagine Dragons. After that, we went to Sonic and I got a cheese burger. For supper we went to Hong Kong, and there was a chocolate fountain. I stayed there for a week. And it was the best trip ever! Maybe you guys should go there sometimes.
The Missing Baby Unicorn

One day a mom unicorn was walking her baby and let her baby play in the park. The mom unicorn set her baby down, and she was gone. Mama unicorn called her baby, but the baby didn’t answer, so she called and called. She looked in the trees, and she also looked in the bushes. When she looked in the bushes she found a secret world, and it was called Unicorn Land.
Why Ice Cream is Good for a Hot Day

Having ice cream is good for hot day. For example you could make anything with it or have anything on it. You can have how much ice cream you want. So for example you can make milkshake with the ice cream. You can have any flavor of milkshake like it could be oreo, cherry, chocolate, vanilla, strawberry and you can get them in dairy queen.

Having ice cream cake is good because you can get it when it your birthday instead of a birthday cake. In addition you can have every flavor like oreo cake, vanilla cake, strawberry cake, chocolate cake, and banana cake. You can have something to block heat wave from getting it melted.

When you are really hot and your fan is broken or you don't have one ice cream will help you. You have to eat it quick so it does not melt and it is cold so it won't last long from the hot heat wave. It's like ice it is cold as winter and snow and hard snow that almost turns to ice.
If you are going to have a baby brother or sister, the baby will feel happy. Be prepared. When you play with your baby sister, follow the instructions to be safe.

5. Baby's Name: While you are thinking about the baby's name, you can decorate the baby's room to make it look like a living room. When you get home, think about a baby name like Lily or Lily's.

Next, go to the baby store and get a baby bath. Then, go to Wal-Mart and get some boys' or girls' clothes. You can use these to start thinking about what the baby will wear. When you get some food and milk, get some diapers and baby bottles too! This is how to look about the baby.
The Rainbow Gummy Worm

Once upon a time there was a gummy worm. His name was Hermit. He also had a friend and his name was Choleo, who was also a gummy worm. The story started at Hermits house at 2:00 pm.

His mom told him to go play outside so he did but in the woods. In the woods he found a pack of magic markers. There was a note on the back, it said do not use on paper and he ignored it.

He used it on paper and he drew gummy bears, and they came to life. He screamed for help and his friend Choleo helped him by kicking the gummy bears. Choleo kicked the gummy bears because he thought that the gummy bears were hurting Hermit.

Choleo read the whole note on the back of the markers. It said if you want them to go away then throw water on the gummy bears. When they did, they had powder in the gummy bears and they popped and the powder went up in the sky leaving a rainbow.

The kids at school heard about it on the news and Hermit and Choleo became popular.

The end
I think moms car teach you more than just teachers at school. This is why my mom is my most important teacher. She taught me how to bake. She taught me I don't need to be perfect and life lessons.

My mom is my most important teacher because she taught me to bake. Like when we made brownies together. I was with my mom and my brother. My brother didn't help because he was to little. The first thing we did was add 2 eggs. Then one cup of milk and the brownie mix. Next we mixed and put them in a pan. Finally we preheated the oven too 350 and put them in the oven. The brownies took a while but in the end they were delectable.

My mom is my most important teacher because she taught me that I don't need to be perfect. Some times we don't have allot of food in the house. So my mom throws meals together. One time she put ramen with mayo and meatballs and mrs. dash. I was at my aunt Shelles with my brother and my mom and my aunt. It was kind of good.

My mom is my most important teacher because she taught me life lessons. Like when she taught me not to lie. One time me and my frend were filling balloons with food coloring. I popped it and it got on my shirt. I said we were throwing it back and forth and it popped. But she found out the truth and I got in more trouble. So that taught me not to lie.
Once upon a time there was a superhero named Hulk. Once upon a time there was a superhero named Spiderman. Spiderman and Hulk were working together. They were fighting Joker and his team. Joker and his team were beating Spiderman and Hulk. Captain America hit him with his shield and then Flash came down and ran in circles around Joker and his team.

Superman shot his lasers at Joker and his team. Batman hit Joker and his team with his hook. Spiderman and his team won. The end.